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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents the study of   network  protocol in respect of security . . In this paper a study of various 

papers and articles  is done, and in this  paper we  explain  two central problems associated with the design and 

security analysis of network protocols that use cryptographic primitives.  The main goal is to develop methods 

for proving properties of complex protocols by combining independent proofs of their parts 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Protocols that enable secure communication over an untrusted network constitute an important part of the 

current computing infrastructure. Common examples of such protocols are SSL [53], TLS [44], Kerberos [10], 

and the IPSec [37] and IEEE 802.11i [1] protocol suites. SSL and TLS are used by internet browsers and web 

servers to allow secure transactions in applications like online banking. The IPSec protocol suite provides 

confidentiality and integrity at the IP layer and is widely used to secure corporate VPNs. IEEE 802.11i provides 

data protection and integrity in wireless local area networks, while Kerberos is used for network authentication. 

The design and security analysis of such network protocols presents a difficult problem. In several instances, 

serious security vulnerabilities were uncovered in protocols many years after they were first published or 

deployed [105, 59, 1, 16, , 68]. While some of these attacks rely on subtle properties of cryptographic 

primitives, a large fraction can be traced to intricacies in designing protocols that are robust in a concurrent 

execution setting. To further elaborate this point, let us consider the concrete example of the SSL protocol. 

In SSL, a client typically sets up a key with a web server.  

 

II. PROBLEMS 

There are two problems associated with security analysis of network protocolsThe first problem pertains to the 

secure composition of protocols, where the goal is to develop methods for proving properties of complex 

protocols by combining independent proofs of their parts. In order to address this problem, we have developed a 

framework consisting of two formal systems: Protocol Derivation System (PDS) and Protocol Composition 

Logic (PCL). PDS supports syntactic derivations of complex protocols, starting from basic components, and 

combining or extending them using a sequence of composition, refinement, and transformation operations. PCL 

is a Floyd-Hoare style logic that supports axiomatic proofs of protocol properties. The eventual goal is to 

develop proof methods for PCL for every derivation operation in PDS, thereby enabling the parallel 

development of protocols and their security  proofs. 

The second problem pertains to the computational soundness of symbolic protocol analysis. 

At a high-level, this means that a logical method for protocol analysis should have an associated soundness 

theorem, which guarantees that a completely symbolic analysis or proof has an interpretation in the standard 

complexity-theoretic model of modern cryptography. Our approach to this problem involves defining 
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complexity-theoretic semantics and proving a soundness theorem for a variant of PCL which we call 

Computational PCL. While the basic form of the logic remains unchanged, there are certain important 

differences involving the interpretation of implication in terms of conditional probability and the semantics of 

the predicates used to capture secrecy properties 

 

III DERIVATIVE SYSTEM OF PROTOCOL 

There are many researches can be done for the analysis of security of network protocols .Many researchers 

recognize that the common authentic and key exchange protocols are built by using standard 

concept.Thecommon building blocks include Diffie-Hellman key exchange to avoid replay, certificates from an 

accepted authority to validate public keys, and encrypted or signed messages that can only be created or read by 

identifiable parties. An informal practice of presenting protocols incrementally, starting from simple 

components and extending them by features and functions, is used in [44], with efforts to formalize the practice 

appearing in [23]. Our framework for deriving security protocols consists of a set of basic building blocks called 

components and a set of operations for constructing new protocols from old ones. These operations may be 

divided into three different types: composition, refinement and transformation. A component is a basic protocol 

step or steps, used as a building block for larger protocols. Diffie-Hellman key exchange and challenge-response 

are examples of basic components. A composition operation combines two protocols. Parallel composition and 

sequential composition are two examples of composition operations. A refinement operation acts on message 

components of a single protocol.  For example replacing plaintext by an encrypted  one  is a refinement. A 

refinement does not change the number of messages or the basic structure of a protocol. A transformation 

operates on a single protocol, and may modify several steps of a protocol by moving data from one message to 

another, combining steps, or inserting one or more additional steps. For example, moving data from one 

protocol message to an earlier message (between the same parties) is a transformation . 

 

IV. PROTOCOL COMPOSITION LOGIC 

Protocol Composition Logic (PCL) is a logic for proving security properties of network protocols. A 

preliminary version of PCL was presented in [49, 50]. In subsequent work [35,36, 39, 37, 60], we have 

significantly extended the logic and developed new proof methods. Currently, we are able to prove 

authentication and secrecy properties of common security protocols by derivations of twenty to sixty lines of 

proof. The reason for this succinctness is that the proof rules of the logic state general properties of protocol 

traces that can be reused for many different protocols. The logic is different from previous ―belief‖ logics 

like BAN [24] and from explicit reasoning about protocol participants and the intruder as in Paulson’s Inductive 

Method [10]. In a sense, the goal of this work was to retain the readability and ease of use of BAN logic while 

providing the same degree of assurance in the security of protocols as Paulson’s Inductive Method. The logic is 

designed around a process calculus with actions for each protocol step. Protocol actions are annotated with 

assertions in a manner resembling dynamic logic for sequential imperative programs. The semantics of our logic 

is based on sets of traces of protocol executions, following the standard symbolic model of protocol execution 

and attack. Security proofs involve local reasoning about properties guaranteed by individual actions and global 

reasoning about actions of honest principals who faithfully follow the protocol. One central idea is that 

assertions associated with an action will hold in any protocol execution that contains this action. 
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V. PCL PROOF SYSTEM 

we present a method for reasoning about compound protocols from their parts. In general terms, we address two 

basic problems in compositional security. The first may be called additive combination – we wish to combine 

protocol components in a way that accumulates security properties. For example, we may wish to combine a 

basic key exchange protocol with an authentication mechanism to produce a protocol for authenticated key 

exchange. The second basic problem is ensuring nondestructive combination. If two mechanisms are combined, 

each serving a separate purpose, then it is important to be sure that neither one degrades the security properties 

of the other. For example, if we add an alternative mode of operation to a protocol, then some party may initiate 

a session in one mode and simultaneously respond to another session in another mode, using the same public 

key or long-term key in both. Unless the modes are designed not to interfere, there may be an attack on the 

multi-mode protocol that would not arise if only one mode were possible. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

we have presented several results in the area of security analysis of network protocols. Our main contribution is 

PCL—a logic for proving security propertiesof network protocols. Security proofs in PCL are relatively short 

and intuitive and scale to protocols of practical interest. Two central results for this logic are a composition 

theorem and a computational soundness theorem. The composition theorem allows proofs of complex protocols 

to be built up from proofs of their constituent sub-protocols. It is formulated and proved by adapting ideas from 

the assume-guarantee paradigm for reasoning about distributed systems. The computational soundness theorem 

guarantees that, for a class of security properties and protocols, axiomatic proofs in a fragment of PCL carry the 

same meaning as hand-proofs done by cryptographers 
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